Haven Diagnostics
recognizes 511
East John Carpenter
as Haven Platinum
511 East John Carpenter (“Property”), owned by
Codina Partners, managed by Crescent Real
Estate, and leased by Transwestern, is
a 164,299-square-foot, Class A office building
in the Dallas / Fort Worth Metroplex. Codina
Partners has excelled at emphasizing its
desire to create a healthy workplace for its
tenants.

CERTIFICATION PROCESS
In efforts with Codina Partners and Crescent Real
Estate, Haven Diagnostics ran a medical audit and
assessment for 511 East John Carpenter to demonstrate
its medical risk of in-office COVID-19 transmission.
Led by Michael Gao, M.D., Haven used its proprietary
A.I. technology, agent-based modeling, to create a
virtual representation of the Property and simulate
10,000 future work days based on the building’s specific features.

Codina and Crescent provided Haven with:
Rent roll
HVAC Mechanical systems
Shared space test fits
Haven’s technology team integrated the data to
help Codina Partners and Crescent Real Estate
measure the impact of capital improvement
decisions.

HVAC Capital
Investments

MERV-13 filters, UV Light
Installation in air distribution systems with
self-cleaning paint.

Building
Engineer
Preparedness

Engineering team
implemented Haven’s
recommendations to
reduce in-office risk by
72%.

Strengthening
Tenant
Relations

Recognized that the
tenant-landlord relationship is evolving and
provided them with
assurance that their
workplace is low-risk.

Crescent Real Estate, based in Fort Worth, is a fully
integrated real estate investment, operation and
development company. The company owns and
manages 3.5 million square feet of Class A office
properties in the Dallas / Fort Worth metroplex,
Boulder and Colorado Springs, CO.

Codina Partners, based in Miami, is a real estate
and development firm focused on creating value by
operating well-located assets in urban locations.
The company focuses on office, multifamily, industrial, and mixed-use projects where an opportunity
to transform the asset exists.

www.crescent.com

www.codina.com

Helping tenants understand that working from the office can be a low risk activity was
something that we needed help with. Dr. Gao and his team were able to analyze and quantify
the impact of our capital investments, and help us understand why our building is prepared
for any future pandemics. Building health has always been on people’s minds, but now it is
top-of-mind for every building owner and manager.”

Johnny Winton,
Codina Partners

Contribution category

Reduction
in indirect COVID-19

exposure
Active Cases & Density

18%

Droplet & Aerosol

47.5%

Contact`

6.5%

Simulated Entry Experience in
Ground Floor
Haven’s model integrates density, commute
patterns, employee movement, cleaning
patterns, aerosolization, and viral decay rates.
511 EJC has a low-risk entry and common area
experience for visitors and tenants, due to:
Lack of direct retail access (limiting extraneous contact)
Two entrances with dedicated parking
Open common areas and configured seating
Capacity limits in amenity spaces

Haven Diagnostics helps businesses return to work safely. Founded in 2019 to help hospitals mitigate infectious disease spread within their own settings, Haven pivoted to help
employers and landlords quantify and mitigate their in-office COVID-19 transmission risk.
The company is led by Michael Gao, M.D., previously Director for Transformation overseeing Applied A.I. at NewYork-Presbyterian, and Joshua Geleris, M.D., who is on faculty
at Columbia University and is funded by the Department of Defense and National Institutes of Health for pulmonary disease and COVID-19 research.
 www.havendiagnostics.com

 general@havendiagnostics.com

